Omaha, NE

QAT G lobal

Rural Sourcing
THE INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

QAT Global is a IT services company specializing in Enterprise-Wide IT Consulting and Solutions, IT Staffing, and Rural
Outsourcing. QAT has created a technology center in Omaha, Nebraska to provide a full range of domestic IT outsourcing
capabilities to its customers delivered with high quality and competitive prices. Our rural sourcing rates are very competitive with
offshore alternatives. This American-based alternative outsourcing solution is performed in a secured, high-tech facility located
in Omaha, NE - conveniently positioned in the center of the country.
QAT Global is an industry leader in delivering complex, high end engagements using a rural sourcing delivery model.
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QAT G lobal
People, Processes, and Technology at a Lower Cost
Rural outsourcing provides the same basic benefits as other outsourcing arrangements: ready access to technology expertise and
resources that the client lacks internally. By locating in a domestic rural location, clients get the value of a local provider combined
with the advantage of lower-cost labor outside large metropolitan areas. Cultural compatibility, similar time zones, and relatively
close proximity to clients make rural outsourcing an attractive option for clients. In general, the value proposition of rural
outsourcing is that clients pay lower prices for IT services compared to ITO services based on urban areas; and clients receive a
better service experience compared to offshore outsourcing. Transaction costs are significantly lower compared to offshore
outsourcing. Price-wise, rural outsourcing offers prices that are 25-50 percent less expensive per hour than urban rates in cities
such as New York, Los Angeles, or Chicago.
QAT’s rural sourcing center leverages best practices for remote service delivery to create a highly integrated centers of expertise,
customized and dedicated to specific client domains. The centers combine expert resources, service delivery best practices, mature
infrastructure and flexible engagement models that best fit the needs of your enterprise.

Benefits of Rural Sourcing with QAT Global
Rural sourcing delivers numerous benefits to our clients including:
l

Reduced on-site contractor costs

l

Full life cycle development capabilities

l

Eliminate cultural issues

l

Access to specialized skill sets

l

Limit ramp-up and training time

l

Eliminate language barriers

l

Stability of resources; low turn-over

l

Minor time zone differences

l

Customized talent and IT skills

l
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l
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l
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